Blending traditional and biorational technologies...

Basamid® granular soil fumigant
Atrazine herbicides
Cavalcade™ 65WDG prodiamine herbicide
Eject™ DF quinclorac herbicide
Sim-Trol® simazine herbicides
Echo® chlorothalonil fungicides
Mefenoxam 2 systemic fungicide
ProPensity™ 1.3 ME propiconazole fungicide
SoilGard® Gliocladium virens fungicide
Tee-1-Up™ WDG chlorothalonil thiophanate-methyl fungicide
Tee-Off™ 4.5F thiophanate-methyl fungicide
Trilogy® neem oil biofungicide and miticide
Deliver® Bt kurstaki bioinsecticide
Agree® WG Bt aizawai bioinsecticide
Enforce™ imidacloprid insecticides
Neemix® 4.5 azadirachtin insect growth regulator
Phyte-Off™ phosphite PO₃ foliar fertilizer

www.AdvanLLC.com
1-800-250-5024
Longing For More Short Grass

BY GEOFF SHACKELFORD

A claustrophobic mess of shade and rough just five years ago during the 2002 U.S. Open opened minds, and short grass returned to all of its fairway bunker and green approaches, as well as in strategic areas feeding into trouble.

It’s no coincidence that 20 double bogies and six others were recorded at the second hole, where a new tight turf fall-off sent aggressive approach shots down a bank and into a creek, making it the third-toughest hole during PGA Championship play.

At the par-3 sixth hole, where trees were removed and a creek bank shaved ala Augusta National, the hole averaged a healthy 3.268 for the week, producing nine doubles and six others.

Best of all, the club’s epic par-4 12th, playing a very short 458 yards due to the heat and technological advances of the last six years, still managed to play to a 4.45 average while logging 19 doubles and three others.

By no means do these numbers confirm the brilliance of these holes. They were fine before producing such train wrecks. But the numbers confirm that the new short grass areas added around the greens made the holes more difficult — not easier, as proponents of rough like to claim.

So next time skeptics question your desire to re-introduce the tight stuff to accent architectural features and make your course more fun, interesting and difficult for the scratch player, just point them to Southern Hills.

However, based on the overwhelmingly positive reaction to PGA Championship week, you won’t have to point out something that is becoming so glaringly obvious: short grass is making a comeback for the good of the game.

Shackelford can be reached at geoffshac@aol.com.
The Critics Have Spoken.

These are actual superintendent quotes from early demos of Jacobsen's new Eclipse™ 122 F walking greens mower.

"Much better than our current walking greens mower. I like the simplicity of the reel and traction drives."
- Current John Deere Customer

"I like the command center and onboard computer. The clip rate is superior."
- Current Toro/John Deere Customer

"Excellent quality-of-cut."
- Current Toro Customer

"This unit is superior to other units we've demoed. I like the on-demand reel speed, floating cutting unit. SOLD!"
- Current John Deere Customer

"I like the option of gas or battery. The unit has a more flexible head and more clips per cut than our current walking greens mower. I will probably buy this mower."
- Current Toro Customer

"I like the adjustable reel speed. I plan on buying this mower."
- Current Toro/John Deere Customer

"I like the floating cutting unit and that the electric reels can run at 2,220 RPM. I plan on buying this mower."
- Jacobsen Customer

COMING TO A DEALER NEAR YOU OCTOBER 2007!

For more information about the Jacobsen Eclipse™ 122 F, call 1.888.922.TURF or visit jacobsen.com.

©2007 Jacobsen. A Textron Company. All rights reserved.
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Register today to be eligible to win a Ferris Hydro-Drive walk-behind mower!
Go to WWW.GIE-EXPO.COM to be eligible.
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How to Tackle the Annual Budget ... And Enjoy It!

It's not as horrible as you might think. Here are some tips to make the process ... shall we dare say ... fun

BY RON FURLONG, CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

I have a few little quirks, if you will, that my wife has chosen to fondly refer to as my OCD (obsessive compulsive disorder) behavior.

Things like, I need the house spotless at all times. That's not really all that strange unless you have two small children like we do. And then there's my need to have perfectly clean windows at all times. I Windex the windows of the house, inside and out, three times a year (which I happen to think is not nearly enough). Then there's my incessant quest at all times for organization.

Here, with the organization thing, I must admit I'm a bit compulsive. I drive my wife batty with notes and calendars and plans and messages. I've actually been known to leave small sticky notes in the bathroom telling her where the larger sticky notes with the real messages can be found in the kitchen.

It is, perhaps — no, it is definitely because of this organizational obsession — that I may be the only superintendent who not only looks forward to but actually enjoys tackling the annual budget each fall. I look forward to it as much as preparing the course for the members' invitational in the spring or finally being able to aerify the poor greens in late summer.

I do my budget in November each year. Usually it takes about three weeks to complete it. I love those three weeks. I even love the couple of weeks leading up to it, almost like anticipating a vacation as it draws near. Other superintendents to whom I've confided this dark secret think I'm nuts, which is probably fair. How could anyone actually enjoy the budget process? Why would you look forward to something so tedious and, well, boring?
First off, I don't find the budget process as tedious or boring. (However, let me make it perfectly clear that if I did the budget as a profession, 365 days a year, I'd hate it.) The main reason I enjoy it is that it is so different from anything else I do during the course of a year. I enjoy it as a diversion. It comes for me at the perfect time of the year, right after all the fairways have been aerified and top-dressed and just as the winter rains hit the Seattle area. November is the wettest month in a very wet climate. It is a great time of year to find an excuse to stay in the office and immerse myself in something like the budget.

Second, I enjoy the budget process because of my love for organization. What amazes me about it is that I can take everything I do in the course of a year and give it all a home somewhere on an 8.5-inch by 11-inch sheet of paper. Golf course maintenance is anything but cut and dry, as we all know, but every once in a while it's kind of nice to just consider it that way, as though it were something that could be anticipated and categorized in neat rows and columns.

Once a year it's nice to simply consider a seasonal employee as just a dollar figure. Only during that one time of year will he or she be just that. The rest of the year they are a face with a life and tardy problems, time-off requests, golf car speeding problems and, well, everything that comes with it. Don't get me wrong, I need seasonal help just as much as anyone, but just for that one time of year, it's nice to have them simply as a monthly dollar figure.

So, putting the compulsive disorder organizational freak thing aside for just a moment, let me share with you a short list of things that might make the entire process of doing your annual budget slightly more palatable. You might not get the perverse enjoyment out of it that I do, but you just might save a few bucks on Tylenol.

- Make a game out of it.
  Challenge yourself to be more prepared and have the most thorough budget you've ever had. Consider yourself in a competition. The Continued on page 40
Expect more!

Keeping your course and bunkers in top condition requires equipment solutions that are up to the task. With the increasing pressure to do more with less, facilities need a multi-purpose machine that can easily adapt to meet the demands of today’s courses. Whether it’s grooming the bunkers or clearing cart paths, Toro has a proven solution to help you complete the task.

The new Sand Pro® with QAS, expect more from your equipment!

Sand Pro® 5040
One great result.

Call 1-800-803-8676 or visit www.toro.com/sandpro
spending in check for a bit? Often you can get a percentage increase dialed in even before you start the budget.

- **Get some ammunition.**
  When attempting to increase your budget, it is often prudent to have some cold hard facts to back up your requests. Show why you need to start plant growth regulator applications on the fairways, or increase wetting agent use, or why your equipment technician needs an assistant. Know the status of all leases and payments. Know what equipment is coming off the books and make a plan as to how you’re going to replace it. Make sure to have three or four quotes for every piece of equipment you want.

- **Give yourself a break.**
  Don’t try to do the budget in one or two massive sittings. Do a couple of hours a day at most. Keep yourself fresh and your mind sharp.

- **Find a quiet space.**
  This is unlikely to be in front of the television at home. It’s even challenging for a superintendent to have any consistent quiet time in the office. It’s not a bad idea to let everyone know to go through your assistant with any questions for a few hours so you can free yourself up to do the budget.

- **Consider the money you are spending to be your money.**
  This is a good philosophy anytime you’re purchasing something for the golf course, but even more so at budget time.

  Like I said before, I don’t know if following these suggestions will actually make you look forward to doing your next budget, but it might just make it a little less horrible than normal.

  And even if it doesn’t, remember this: After you’ve finished, you have another year before you have to think about it again.

Furlong, superintendent of Avalon Golf Club in Burlington, Wash., can be reached at rfurlong5@gmail.com. But don’t e-mail him in November when he’s doing his budget.